Map Pro User’s Guide
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Guide for LandValue Solutions’ Map Pro
This guide explains the process of working through Map Pro, LandValue
Solutions’ Esri GIS Mapping Tool.
Logging In:

The first login may take longer, please be patient while it is loading
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Navigating and Using Map Pro
Opening Map Pro: Map Pro can be opened from any module by clicking MAP

Opening Page:

.
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Navigating and Using Map Pro
User can search for the desired parcel in one of several ways.
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Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
1. Entering a valid parcel number and clicking the search icon will bring up the
highlighted parcel.
2. Entering an address takes the user to the general area of the parcel. Click on
the Parcel tab below the map and all parcels with property owners names will
appear when user zooms in. User can then select the parcel by clicking on it.
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Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
Clicking the Parcel tab will bring up a map view with Parcels and Owner Names.
The user can click on desired parcel to bring up property details and to add to
the Record.
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Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
On the right side of the map is the Property Card.
Clicking on Get Property Data brings up the latest Assessor data in the LVS
system (users should compare with data on official county website, and if LVS
data appears severely outdated, contact LVS Support).
User adds the parcel with Assessor data to their record by simply clicking the +
icon in the brown bar with the parcel number.

User can hide Property Data by clicking on the minimize icon
or hide the yellow property outline by clicking the delete highlight icon
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Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
After clicking on + to add the Parcel, the user is notified the parcel has been
successfully added to the Record, and that user should proceed to Save The
Document. If no more Parcels are to be added, user should proceed to Save
The Document; if more Parcels are to be added, wait to Save The Document
until the final Parcel has been added.

After clicking OK above, the user clicks Save to Record

User then receives a prompt to select the data they wish to have included in the
Record, by default all data is populated into the record.
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Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
Having added and saved the first Parcel, which now becomes the Primary Parcel, the user can now add other parcels to the Record by using the Parcel Number Search function, or by clicking on the parcel tab at the bottom of the map
which brings up the Assessor's Parcel Shape Files with Owner Name visible
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Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
User clicks on parcel to be added to Record and the parcel is highlighted and
the parcel number appears in a brown bar on the Property Card.

Once the parcel has been added with the + icon the user is again prompted to
Save The Document, as described above. If no more Parcels are to be added,
User should proceed to Save The Document; if more Parcels are to be added,
wait to Save The Document until the final Parcel has been added.
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Locating the Property and Adding to your Record
Refreshing the Record brings a map and Property Card with both parcels
showing. User can continue to add more parcels in the same manner.
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Add Parcel by Drawing a Border
Users can add parcels, or a portion of a parcel, by drawing a polygon around the
desired area using the polygon widget (Note: user should draw polygon in a
clockwise direction). The area defined will appear on the Property Card as New
Parcel. User can add the new parcel and save to record as previously described.
If user wants to discard the new polygon, click the 'X' on the brown bar
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Measure Distance
Users can measure distance zoomed to any level
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Users can generate the following maps, which can be saved as PDF’s or
printed.
Aerial Map
Flood Hazard Map
Soils Map
Crop Data Map
Topo Map
With your refreshed map on screen, minimize the Property Card and Soils
Legend as shown below
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Aerial Map
With the initial setup an Aerial Map will be generated.
Click on the Map Print Tool and the following screen will load (this may take a
while, depending on your Internet speed). Perform steps 1, 2 & 3.

Step 1. Confirm that Destination is ‘Save as PDF’. You can change the Destination to a Printer to immediately print a copy of the map.
Step 2. Confirm that ‘Background Graphics’ is checked. This will provide the
Map Title, Property Identification and Company Logo / Appraiser Name, and any
Legends that should appear with the map.
Step 3. Click SAVE. User will save the PDF to a temporary destination of their
choice, to be retrieved for adding to the Record; once added to the Record it can
be removed from the temporary destination. To add the image to the Record
see the Section Saving Maps to Your Record at the end of this Guide.
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Topo Map
With your refreshed map on screen, minimize the Property Card and Soils
Legend, then select the Topographic Base Map from the Gallery.

When ready, click the Map Print / Save Tool to print as previously described.
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Flood Map
With your refreshed map on screen, minimize the Property Card and Soils
Legend, then select the Flood tab from below the map. The Flood Hazard
layers take time to load, depending on your Internet speed.
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Flood Map
Zoom in so that Property Borders fill most of the screen, as shown below.
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Flood Map
When ready, click the Map Print / Save Tool to print as previously described.
The Flood Map will appear as shown below.
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Soils Map
From the map screen shown below click Get Soil Data

Click OK at this screen and Save To Record

Minimize Property Card when Soil Units appear on map
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Soils Map
Your map screen now appears as below, and is ready for printing / saving

Click the Map Print / Save Tool and it will generate a two-page map as shown
in the following images. Two pages are required for Soil Unit Maps to accommodate the Legend.
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Soils Map
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Generating, Saving, & Printing Maps
Saving Maps to Your Record
If you wish to have your map appear in your Appraisal Report, PDF maps must
be converted to a JPEG, TIF or PNG file for uploading to your Record. For instructions on uploading the image to your Record please consult the User Guide
for that module.
Find My Location
If accessing LVS from the field the user can find their location by using this
widget.
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